
 

In healthcare you ideally have a single system  
to look after your patients from billing and scheduling 
to ordering, whilst keeping all data secure and 
maintaining medical confidentiality. That is what 
Meddnexus does. It brings your clinic/hospital together 
and can be set up in 3 easy phases to meet any health 
IT needs. This includes:

Definition: nex·us   [nek-suhs] 
noun, plural nex·us·es, nex·us. 
1. a means of connection; tie; link. 
2. a connected series or group. 
3. the core or center, as of a  
matter or situation.

Phase 1: 
Standard user log on – the users are divided into administrative and 
clinical to maintain confidentiality. Initial user access is given for: 
doctor, nurse, reception, management information system and admin 
manager that includes all performance indicators 

Reception - Registration and re-registration, billing and payments 
received. Simple intuitive functionality with “quick add” patients or full 
add with all details and demographics.  

MeddOP Scheduling: Outpatients clinic lists for doctors and nurses 
so when patients are registered they can be booked for  
a consultation. In later phases this scheduling function can be used 
at an enterprise level for scheduling anything from patient meals, to 
operating theatres, day cases and investigation lists. 

Integrated Hospital Management ERP: This system is a whole 
integrated network designed by a consultant for running a hospital. 
This means that whoever is responsible for the hospital can see the 
smallest detail about every department’s daily business all on one 
screen, from anywhere in the world. 

 



 

Phase 2: 
When you have achieved smooth working with the first phase your 
institute is ready to deploy further and the Meddserve team will be 
there ready to train both your administrative and clinical staff. The next 
modules in phase 2 are: 

MeddLabs – full administrative function tracking costs and payment for 
all orders, within the laboratory so the technician can efficiently see the 
requests and payment status to take the specimen. Reporting 
integrated. 

Imaging – as per laboratory the administration of imaging requests 
also covers medical specialties including cardio, gastro etc. This links 
with the PACS system – see MeddPACS, that also enables 
teleradiology. 

MeddLedger - Accounts and Finance: fees for new patient, follow up 
consultations are automatically inserted to the invoice. Individual lab 
orders and radiology requests are added to the total. Care packages 
e.g. diabetes packages can be tailored. Payment at the accounts desk 
with specific account log on means all payments are logged in real 
time. Reductions, refunds and payments transfers are also catered for 
as well as corporate and insurance billing 

MeddHR & Payroll: when you scale up and create more departments 
the personnel and management of them gives further demands. This 
module puts staff in their own post, in the right department and 
allocates their workload for smooth running of your clinics or hospitals. 

Referrals – for Telemedicine: Your clinic and hospital can set  
up a local network to receive referrals, increasing revenue and 
reputation. 

Phase 3: 
When you are comfortably established using all modules of phase 2 
then we take you to the next level, phase 3 which includes: 

MeddPharmacy: Everything to do with medications and treatment are 
included. The clinician prescribes using pharmacy intelligence built in. 
The cost administration and dispensing is included as well as 
pharmacy stock and ordering.

 



 

Phase 4: 
When everything from phase 3 is complete and established now is the 
time to move to inpatients. Again the Meddserve team will be there to 
train relevant staff but by this time you will have expertise yourselves to 
make this transition easy. Phase 4 modules are: 

MeddIP - inpatient management - bed booking & admissions. 
ALOS (Average length of stay) Medications used and running costs per 
patient per stay. Discharge date and discharge planning included with 
all care needs included to help both patient and administration.  

MeddCanteen for ordering inpatient meals. Linked with the patient 
dietary requirements, if meals are charged for then each item appears 
on the final invoice 

Phase 5 
A major part of an inpatient stay is the operation. Once inpatient 
management is complete phase 5 includes: 

MeddTheatres: this allows for the scheduling of operations to a 
surgeon. The operation “Black box” records everything during an 
operation to prove high quality and to show how complications were 
managed. This includes the recovery management and transporting 
patients back to the ward. A major part of managing an operating 
theatre suite is the ordering of the instruments and disposables 
depending on the surgeon’s requirements. This is why we have 
integrated a stock ordering and management. 

MeddBloodbank – to call up donors, to take and identify blood units, 
store order, match and transfuse. Unique identifiers and bar coding 
throughout the system to eliminate errors. 

MeddStore - Stock Ordering: This is the integrated stock, ordering 
and purchasing system. Designed specifically for use in hospitals to 
take care of all your inventory with everything bar coded and registered 
on the system in full detail. This can then be directly networked to your 
purchasing and finance teams and your suppliers. The wards can also 
directly order operation packages to be made ready from the stores. 
Deliveries can also be tracked.  

Voice messaging and voice notes: Available to be used with any 
phase of deployment. You can record a voice note into a person’s 
MeddRecord anywhere, anytime, recording more data and reducing 
risks. This revolutionary way of communicating is immediately available 
and is second nature. 

Conclusion:  
Meddserve’s integrated health software apps service is the only way to 
introduce a single, complete IT ecosystem across clinics or hospitals. 
Always cutting edge so you never have to worry about IT again. For the 
first time this is health software that is loved!

 


